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Contact Brooke International at 360.638.2591 or email info@brookeintl.com 

• FLATBED SCANS PLUS - Software accessory that allows you to scan pages 
from photo albums, scrapbooks without removing the photos from the page  
or the page protector.

• INCREASE SCAN-TO-PRINT Business - Convert photo albums & scrapbooks 
to individual images without dismantling the orginal pages—so simple —just 
click a button! No marquee selection needed.

• SIMPLIFY WORKFLOW - Ability to crop batch & flatbed scanned images  
within the Kodak software easily keeping images in order.

Elevate and upsell your PS50 shoebox scanning with a 
simple $300 software upgrade.

Take your workflow & revenue to the next level with P50 version 4.4 
software. Categorize images while you scan and name the folder as 
topic for images and eliminate renaming in a separate program.

How can you grow your archiving business 
with Kodak exiting the new shoebox  

photo scanner business? 
You are still in the game. You are champions helping your clients 
preserve their most precious memories. Check out these tools 

that up-level your scanning options for your clients.

Flatbed accessories, PS50 & PS80 software, Photo Selector Software, Hardware/software 
support from Brooke International & Kodak Alaris World will continue.  

New inventory of PS50 and PS80 stock is no longer available.

Upgrade

PS50
Ver 4.4

PS80

Folder creation/naming within
same order

Manual/automatic order deletion

Create JPEG images
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PS50/PS80 PICTURE SAVER  
SCANNER FEATURES

Create TIFF images

One-up image viewing

Ability to interrupt/resume orders

Batch retouch and auto rotate,
red eye removal

Enhanced Kodak Perfect Touch
Technology

Thumbnail prints

Aggressive cropping

Image sharpening after batch 
scanning

Image sharpening during batch 
scanning

Kodak Photo Selector
Accessory enabled

One-click, 180° auto-rotation

Output to Kodak Picture CD in
addition to CD, DVD, USB Memory
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1  Mac scanner drivers in Presto! Page Manager application

PS50
Ver 4.2
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PS50 Upgrade Ver 4.4 Software + Dongle - $300

A3 12x18 & Legal Flatbeds with Photo Selector Tool to use with the PS50/PS80 Scanners

A3 12x18 flatbed accessory


